1.0 Overview

The following list describes an overview of changes included within version 2010-11-29 (1.39.0) of all ATLAS based compilers and Lex files. All dialects and all PAWS software are built with the same version nomenclature (e.g. 1.39.0) for each release.

1.1 Enhancements / Changes affecting all dialects (i.e. Stations)

1.1.1 Resolved PR09057 – Allow empty “E $” flagged statement.
1.1.2 Resolved PR10064 – ByClause modified to ignore ByClause check unless both ATLAS and DB have a BY clause.

1.2 Enhancements / Changes affecting CASS
1.2.1 Resolved PR10070 – COMPARE with <expression>s.

1.3 Enhancements / Changes affecting MATE
1.3.1 Resolved PR10067 – FILL, CONN too far down in code.

1.4 Enhancements / Changes affecting 1995
1.4.1 Resolved PR10069 – Various invalid warnings caused by PROVE outside of DO TIMED DIGITAL.